Nutzungsbedingungen
The call for scientific literacy as a general goal for science education has emphasised the need 27 for students to develop an understanding beyond scientific concepts and skills. An 28 understanding of scientific inquiry and the nature of science (NOS) is regarded as 29 fundamental to scientific literacy (Roberts, 2007) . Today, many policy documents, curricula 30 materials and programmes world wide are based on the idea that inquiry should be a guiding 31 principle in science education (National Research Council (U.S.), 1996; Rocard, 2007) . 32
Despite the diversity and situatedness of research on inquiry based science education (IBSE) 33 internationally, Abd-El-Khalick et al (2004) found that many themes and issues cut across 34 national boundaries -supporting the relevance of the present study. 35
The idea that inquiry should be a guiding principle in science education is not new. 36
Neither is the idea that students need to develop an understanding of what scientific inquiry is 37 and some insight into NOS (DeBoer, 1991) . At the beginning of the last century Dewey wrote 38 extensively about the idea of inquiry as an organising principle in education and particularly 39 in science education (Dewey, 1910 (Dewey, , , 1916 (Dewey, /2004 ). However, the promotion of inquiry in 40 science education has been accompanied by widespread confusion about its meaning. Almost 41 twenty years ago DeBoer (1991) concluded that teachers continue to be unclear about the 42 meaning of inquiry and confuse the idea of inquiry as a teaching strategy with inquiry as a 43 learning outcome. In Sweden, arguments about practical work in science education in terms 44 of a content to be learned or as pedagogical strategy were mixed considerably already at the 45 time of Dewey (Kaiserfeld, 1999 In order to facilitate discussions about NOS and scientific inquiry for educational 75 purposes, Lederman (2004) suggests the following distinction: 'it is useful to conceptualize 76 scientific inquiry as the process by which scientific knowledge is developed and, by virtue of 77 the conventions and assumptions of this process, the knowledge produced necessarily has 78 certain unavoidable characteristics (i.e. NOS) ' (p. 308 ). This shows the close connection 79 between scientific inquiry and NOS; however, there is still a serious ambiguity as to how 80 scientific inquiry is presented in educational reforms and curricular documents. Generally 81 speaking, scientific inquiry can refer to three different ideas in education: 1) a set of skills to 82 be learned by students; 2) a cognitive understanding of the processes of inquiry, e.g. the logic 83 of a controlled experiment; and 3) a pedagogical strategy (Bybee, 2000) . Lederman (2004) 84 argues that the third idea of scientific inquiry is most strongly communicated to teachers in 85 reform documents. 86
Previous research 87
The increased interest in socio-cultural perspectives on teaching and learning has been 88 accompanied by a focus on the role of language in science teaching and learning. For example 89 in his seminal work Talking Science Lemke (1990) suggests that 'learning science is learning 90 to talk science'. Yore, Bisanz and Hand (2003) , in their review of research on language in 91 science education, make clear that any kind of inquiry or hands-on activity must be 92
complemented by an active engagement with language at all levels: speaking, listening, 93 writing and reading. Just 'doing', 'exploring' and 'experimenting' are insufficient. Scientific 94 inquiry, both in an educational and research sense, is conducted through highly developed 95 uses of language (Wellington and Osborne (2001) . Carlsen (2007) has suggested that an 96 important area for further research is language as an educational outcome rather than just as a 97 means. Furthermore, language-oriented activities must be accompanied by explicit 98 instructions in terms of purpose, audience, style and role in science and knowledge building. 99 F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y (Crawford, Chen, & Kelly, 1997; Yore et al., 2003) . Yore et al (2003) note that the quality 100 and quantity of oral interaction in science classrooms is generally low and unfocused. 101
Learners do not necessarily develop an understanding of inquiry as a result of 102 participating in inquiry activities (Trumbull, Bonney, & Grudens-Schuck, 2005) . Similarly, 103 learners do not generally develop an understanding of NOS as a result of engaging in 104 scientific inquiry alone, regardless of whether the learners are school students, teachers or 105 scientists (Schwartz, Lederman, & Crawford, 2004) . For learners to develop an understanding 106 of inquiry and NOS they also need, besides from the proper experiences, guided attention to 107 and explicit reflection on these topics (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000) . A prerequisite for 108 this is that teachers have an understanding of inquiry and NOS and such an understanding is 109 intrinsically connected to teachers having a functional language in order to be able to help 110 learners to reflect on these topics. Bartholomew, Osborne and Ratcliffe (2004) studied what 111 factors that become important when teaching 'ideas-about-science' and concluded that they 112
came to see teachers' use of discourse as particularly significant. In contrast to discursive 113 patterns that only focus on factual knowledge, patterns that invite learners to formulate 114 arguments and relate these to theory and evidence are important in modelling authentic 115 epistemic reasoning. This result was corroborated by Kelly (2007) in his review on research 116 on discourse practices in science classrooms. Because teachers direct how learners meet new 117 discourses through interaction with different forms of language from different sources and in 118 different contexts, studying their use of language is highly relevant (Leach & Scott, 2003) . 119
Researchers have focused on teacher education and teachers' professional development to 120 improve meta-knowledge of inquiry and NOS. Pre-service science teachers often have most 121 of their experience with science from college courses. Unfortunately college courses in the 122 natural sciences rarely go into any depth in teaching about scientific inquiry and NOS. Pre-123 service teachers need first-hand experience of inquiry as well as practice in translating these 124
Deleted: teachers F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y experiences into inquiry-oriented lessons in their own future teaching (Britner & Finson, 125 2005) . Windschitl (2004) has described how pre-service teachers with an undergraduate 126 degree in science often are well steeped in a school tradition which equates scientific inquiry 127 with "the scientific method". However, the scientific method, as an algorithm of a few steps 128 performed in a linear fashion has been recognized as seriously misrepresenting science 129 (Rudolph, 2002) . Also, Windschitl and Thompson (2006) found that pre-service teachers, 130 even with experience of authentic scientific inquiry, are not used to reflect on the role of 131 theories, models and hypotheses in scientific inquiry. To create successful courses it is 132 important to know about teacher students' and teachers' conceptualizations of inquiry 133 (Windschitl, Thompson, & Braaten, 2008b changed their beliefs more than their practices whereas more experienced teachers changed 150 their practices more that their beliefs. In a similar study teacher students were found to 151 acquire a deeper understanding of inquiry as a result of a pre-service course on inquiry if they 152 already had a more developed conceptualization of inquiry, whereas those who did not 153 benefited less from the course (Windschitl, 2003 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   F  o  r  P  e  e  r  R  e  v  i  e  w  O  n  l  y teacher educators may learn from teachers and students about their current realities in the 174 classrooms. In this study however, we focus on teachers and note that it is their culture and 175 traditions that binds these three domains together. Teachers are also students and have many 176 years of socialization in school science behind them. 177
In this paper we take a pragmatist and socio-cultural perspective on language and 178 learning. From a pragmatist perspective on language, the meaning of a word is its use and 179 function in a specific activity (Wickman & Östman, 2002b) . A socio-cultural perspective on 180 learning means seeing learning as appropriation of discourse in a situated socio-historical 181 context (Wertsch, 1998 The teachers: selection of participants 202
As the study was both explorative and qualitative, diversity was considered as being more 203 important than a random selection of participants (Neuman, 2005) . In order to achieve 204 diversity in terms of different kinds of experiences and backgrounds, we based the selection 205 on three criteria: years of experience as a teacher, equal number of men and women and 206 schools in a variety of neighbourhoods. Twelve teachers were interviewed with teaching 207 experience ranging between 5 and 30 years. The teachers' experience also varied with regard 208 to in-service training with regards to inquiry practices. 209
Interviews 210
In order to obtain data on teachers' ways of describing their teaching, with a focus on inquiry 211 oriented approaches, semi-structured interviews seemed to be the most natural starting point. 212
Another possibility would have been to ask a series of questions about how they use inquiry 213 in their teaching and how they work with particular aspects of language in such situations. 214
Such a battery of questions would suggest certain types of answers and exclude others, 215 however, and was considered too guided -especially considering that our initial aim was to 216 form an overall picture of different possible ways of talking about inquiry. Cobern and 217 Loving (2000) used a similar approach to the one adopted here in a study on teachers' enacted 218
worldviews. 219
In describing teachers' use of language in relation to scientific inquiry in their own 220 teaching, we thought it important to connect the interviews to an authentic example that the 221 teachers had used in class. We therefore asked the teachers to bring an example (e.g. 222 instruction for lab work) from their own teaching that they thought represented an instance of 223 scientific inquiry (ett undersökande arbetssätt in Swedish). We defined instances of scientific 224 inquiry quite loosely on purpose as 'instances in which the students themselves find out 225 answers about nature through some kind of methodical study, experiment, field observations 226 or similar'. Here the idea was not to place too strict a limit on what might count as inquiry. 227
Also, by asking the teachers to bring an authentic example from their own teaching we 228 wanted to situate the interviews in the teachers' actual classrooms to avoid the inclusion of 229 too much romancing in their accounts (Kvale, 1996) . 230
During the interviews the first author asked the teachers to describe their examples and 231 used a template with terms and categories that were considered important and relevant to 232 inquiry in school science (see next section: Terms to Talk about Scientific Inquiry). The 233 intention was to ask the teachers about these terms in connection with the examples they 234 supplied (Kvale, 1996) . Even though a specific set of questions was not used, the following 235 questions served as a tacit guide during the interviews. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Our purpose was to talk to the teachers about aspects of inquiry in science education in a 248 rather general way and thereby get a sense of the language of inquiry used by secondary 249 school teachers. In preparing for the interviews we did not make any particular distinction 250 between differences of inquiry in terms of research methods, teaching methods or targeted 251 knowledge in science education. Rather, our starting point was scientific inquiry as described 252 in science education research and policy documents. Even though all authentic research in the 253 natural sciences does not slot into the following structure, most academic research can be 254 described in the following way in retrospect (Chalmers, 1999; Derry, 1999; Johansson, 2003) : 255
1. There is a starting point to inquiry. This can usually be conceived of as a question to 256 be addressed or a problem to be solved. 257
2. There are certain preconditions or a background against which the question or problem 258 is posed. This can be previous research, theories or models which are either used or 259 tested. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
Data analysis 281
Data analysis commenced with transcription of the recorded interviews. After reading through 282 these transcriptions a number of times and coding terms and sections related to inquiry, three 283 particular terms were chosen for further analysis, namely, hypothesis, experiment and 284 laboratory work (laboration, in Swedish) -the relevant sections of the transcriptions being 285 categorised according to these particular terms. We then studied the meanings given to them 286 by the teachers as they described their examples of inquiry units. In many cases the first 287 author drew attention to the inquiry related terms during the interview conversations and 288 asked the teachers to elaborate on them using the tacit questions mentioned earlier. Although 289 the starting point for the conversations was the teaching units used by the teachers, the 290 particular details of these are not necessary in order to understand the transcripts analysed in 291 this paper, as will become evident later. 292
Results 293
Talking about inquiry using the terms described above in the conversations proved to be more 294 difficult than we had anticipated. The teachers were more focused on the pedagogical aspects 295 of inquiry and on learning goals in terms of exemplifying natural phenomena and motivating 296 explanatory models. That is to say, the focus was on students' learning and understanding the 297 products of science as opposed to the processes of scientific inquiry. 298
The examples provided by the teachers were mainly examples of practical tasks that the 299 students worked with for one lesson or less. Educational goals expressed by the teachers 300 included exemplifying a scientific concept (e.g. density) or theory (e.g. heat expansion), 301 providing experiences of certain phenomena (e.g. earthworms), making theoretical tasks more 302 concrete and linking them to real life experiences (e.g. calculating one's pressure on the 303 floor), varying the teaching, fostering curiosity and having fun in science class. Our 304 impression was that the main emphasis in terms of knowledge goal for the students was what 305 Roberts (1982) called 'the correct explanation', and explained as 'the body of ideas accepted 306 by the scientific community at any given time'. Exemplifying scientific inquiry seemed to be 307 somewhat unusual in that it was only mentioned by two of the teachers and elaborated on by 308 one. In the latter case the teacher gave an example of learning to control variables by working 309 with a 'secret box', the content of which the students discovered by performing a variety of 310 different tests. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y the teachers used when talking with their students about instances of inquiry or laboratory 321 work, or in structuring their teaching. None of the teachers said anything to suggest that this 322 was an important concept in their teaching, or that 'research question' was a term they used. 323
Interestingly, one teacher returned to the idea of a research question much later, after it had 324 been brought up in the interview. She then used it in the sense of the students formulating a 325 question about what they wanted to or expected to learn from a unit of self-directed study in 326 biology. Although this can be said to be related to inquiry in the general sense of the word, it 327 did not relate specifically to scientific inquiry or learning about it. 328
In this paper we focus on the analysis of three terms that illustrate a certain feature of 329 the role of language in inquiry in secondary school science instruction: hypothesis, 330 experiment and laboratory work. The function given to the term hypothesis by the teachers 331 was primarily pedagogical, i.e. inquiry as a pedagogical strategy (Bybee, 2000) , which we 332 argue contrasts with its function in scientific inquiry proper. The terms experiment and 333 laboratory work were used synonymously, which also may have consequences for the 334 teaching of scientific inquiry. These three terms have a particular function when talking about 335 or during scientific inquiry and are referred to here as belonging to the category methods of 336 inquiry, but in the interview context they were used by the teachers to talk about educational 337 activities, or methods of teaching. This is explained in more detail in the following sections, 338 starting with the function of the term 'hypothesis'. 339
Hypothesis 340
The term 'hypothesis' was the only term that all the participants except one said they used 341 when talking to their students. In six of the interviews this term was introduced by the 342 teachers themselves when describing how they worked, and in five cases the interviewer 343 brought it up in relation to their examples. In the one case where it was not used, the example 344 contributed by the teacher was so far removed from anything resembling scientific inquiry 345 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y that it was deemed irrelevant to ask about its usage. All the teachers seemed to use 346 'hypothesis' as meaning an educated guess about what might happen in a laboratory task or 347 exercise. The term was given an important role and the students were often asked to state their 348 hypothesis as a regular part of laboratory work. The function given to this term by the 349 teachers seemed to be synonymous with that of a 'prediction', although this was not a term 350 that any of the teachers volunteered. In six of the interviews, the teachers were explicitly 351 asked whether 'prediction' was a word they used, and the answer in each case was 'no'. This 352 is not very surprising given that their use of the word 'hypothesis' made 'prediction' 353 superfluous, as one of the teachers also noted. 354
In contrast to the meaning the teachers gave to 'hypothesis' in this study, this term 355 usually has a different meaning in science studies and science proper. Here a hypothesis refers 356 to a possible or preliminary explanation of an observation or phenomenon. In science it is 357 common to put a lot of effort into formulating hypotheses in such a way that they can be 358 tested through some type of investigation and thus either be refuted or gain credibility. Part of 359 the logic of hypothesis testing is that one can derive predictions based on them, which is 360 normally what is then compared with the evidence at hand, so the actual hypothesis is often 361 tested indirectly. In this way the formulating and testing of different hypotheses can be part of 362 cycles of scientific inquiry aimed at describing nature by constructing ever more satisfying 363 theories (Chalmers, 1999) . 364
The following quotes show how the teachers described the meaning of the term 365 'hypothesis' as they wanted their students to use it -an educated guess as to what they 366 thought might happen when performing a laboratory task. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
Or an assumption. 372
Peter:
It ... in Year 7, you know, I always do these … shall we say, 374 very trivial investigations. You boil water. So I have, they 375 get to set up a hypothesis: 'Yes, how hot does the water get?' 376 and 'How hot is it after boiling for five minutes?' and so on. 377
Interviewer:
How do you explain it [hypothesis]? 379 Lina:
What result do you think you will get? What do you think 380 will happen? 381
The teachers' use the hypothesis as a call for students to take a stand or commit themselves to 382 a guess as to what the laboratory task will result in. For instance, the result might be some 383 kind of measurement, as in the case of the temperature of boiling water (Peter), or the nature 384 or value of whatever is being studied. Alfred also adds "an assumption" to his description 385 which could be read as an assumption about a possible explanation. This is however the 386 closest statement any teacher made in this direction and based on the rest of the interview we 387 believe it is better understood as an assumption about an outcome, i.e. a prediction. Several of 388 the teachers pointed to the importance of students trying to connect to their initial hypotheses 389 when writing a laboratory report. Thus, the meaning given to 'hypothesis' continues to 390 structure the students' activities when the practical part of the laboratory work is over. 391
The hypothesis primarily has a pedagogical function in their practice as described by the 392 teachers. By that we mean that the teachers ask the students to formulate a hypothesis, 393 meaning an educated guess, before they perform a laboratory task, primarily to help the 394 students learn the particular subject matter involved in the task. The pedagogical motivation 395
Well, we have said it so many times now that we don't have to translate it anymore, hypothesis, they know how to set one up … You have an idea about how it's going to be, roughly so. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y situation that is meant to help the students to remember the science content that the laboratory 397 task is meant to illustrate (Ann-Catherine). Furthermore, it draws the students' attention to 398 their own preconceptions or how well they have understood or not understood the theoretical 399 content being exemplified (Johan). Hence, it can also be seen as a way of creating conditions 400 conducive to an aha-experience if the results are contrary to those expected. 401
Lina:
And sometimes it can just be a way to sort of concentrate 402 better, to think things through 'I see, yes but this should 403 probably have been blue here' or, for them to sit down, yes 404 be forced to think a little before one gets going. Otherwise 405 they rush away to get everything and get going at once 406 without them, then they don't know what they are doing. 407 
Johan:
And what does hypothesis mean? That it is your educated 417 guess, which as a rule is almost always wrong, but it doesn't 418 matter because that's not what is graded. But, you know, 419
that's where they have their previous knowledge from. So 420 No, it's just, before they get started, then you so to speak go over the laboratory task and emphasise it, 'don't forget the hypothesis'. Sometimes I can say that you can't even touch the material until I have seen that you have a hypothesis.
Deleted: Lina:
And sometimes it can just be a way to sort of concentrate better, to think things through 'I see, yes but this should probably have been blue here' or, for them to sit down, yes be forced to think a little before one gets going. Otherwise they rush away to get everything and get going at once without them, then they don't know what they are doing. What is made evident in these remarks is that the students are encouraged to formulate a 425 hypothesis, as an educated guess, in order to become more aware of their own learning and 426 have their own preconceptions be either challenged or confirmed. The pedagogical function is 427 also partly to control the students' attention to the task at hand. One teacher (Christian) even 428 said that he accepted a student's guess about the purpose of a laboratory task (to demonstrate 429 the presence of reduced sugars based on the chemicals given to the students) as a hypothesis. 430
¶ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ¶
His reasoning was that this demonstrated that the student had 'made the correct associations'. 431
Experiment vs. laboratory work 432
Another term that emerged as important in the conversations with the teachers was 433
'experiment' and its use as synonymous with laboratory work. The teachers seemed to use the 434 term experiment in an everyday sense as synonymous with testing, trying or doing something 435 without knowing what will happen. Therefore it is not strange that learning about experiments 436 as a conceptual content was not present in the teachers' discourse. In fact, only two of the 437 teachers in this study mentioned very briefly goals in terms of learning about scientific 438 inquiry, thus suggesting that even though teachers occasionally might have such aims, they 439 are not given a high priority. These two teachers also made no difference between the terms 440 experiment and laboratory work. 441
We had not thought about distinguishing between the terms experiment and laboratory 442 work prior to the interviews and this was an insight that evolved during the study. Reflecting 443 on how the term experiment is more commonly used in science inspired us to make a 444 distinction between an experiment as a method of scientific inquiry and laboratory work as a 445 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 experiments. However, one could say that in essence the logic of a controlled experiment in 451 scientific inquiry is to make some change in a system and observe the result while trying to 452 control all the other variables thought to influence the result. The method is primarily useful 453 when studying causation and functions. In this context a hypothesis is a possible explanation 454 of the mechanism involved in the causation and is tested, often indirectly by deriving 455 predictions from it, through a controlled experiment (Bock & Scheibe, 2001 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------496
Would But I usually don't say that. Ehm. I believe they think its 505 quite fun to do lab work, … actually. 506
Mm 507
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------508
Do you talk about then, since you brought it up now, I asked 509 if hypothesis was a word you needed to explain, and then, in 510 the next step? Do you talk about experiment, method, 511 Another aspect of the use of the term experiment was that it seemed to be unproblematic 518 and used in an everyday sense. In particular learning to do an experiment or an 519 F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y investigation was unproblematic and not something the students needed to be taught or 520 practice. Lina contributed an example that clearly could be used to illustrate a controlled 521 experiment. Her students were expected to examine earthworms to find out what sort of 522 environment they liked. They were supposed to find this out by doing two experiments 523 in which the dependent variable was where the earthworms liked to be and the 524 independent variable was either the amount of light or the degree of moisture preferred. 525
However, during the interview she talked about this in quite a different way: 526 Lina:
And then, there's one [assignment] where they are supposed 527 do an experiment and investigate whether the earthworm 528 prefers light or darkness: 'write down how you did it and 529 your result in your journal', and then the idea is that they 530 shall think through how, how to best do that then. How can 531 you start to organise it? They sit together in groups of three 532 so that they can discuss. Then I guess each one should write, 533 but they can work together. 
Deleted: --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ¶
Mhm, Do you make any difference between laboratory work [laborationer] and experiments like that? ¶ Catherine: Ehm, no I can't say that I make any difference. ¶ In Catherine's statement, experiment seems to be something unproblematic in that she does not reason about it in terms of something to be conceptually understood or as a targeted knowledge. At the same time the students are expected to understand and be familiar with what an experiment is since they use it in order to learn other things. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Come up with, they think that … 551
Interviewer: OK 552
I mean, it is more like 'yes, can I do', sort of 'can I do it any 553 way I want to?', 'Yes, just let me know how you want to' .. 554 it … we've studied electricity and a little of that where they 555 should connect light bulbs and they think it's great if they 556 get to do whatever they like. 557
Mm, of course. I thought more about if you, eh, want to 558 prepare a … ehm, something more systematic, to collect 559 worms in a special way. Then you have to think through it a 560 little more carefully how to do it beforehand, right? 561
Lina: Mm 562
Perhaps … This is a little like designing an experiment, or 563 designing an investigation you could call it. 564
Mm, a very small [investigation]… 565
In this excerpt Lina talks about the assignment as an experiment, although in the rest of our 566 conversation, and particularly when specifically asked about this, she made no distinction 567 between experiment and laboratory work or investigation. Her comment that practising how 568 to design and carry out an experiment was not necessary shows that she does not talk about 569
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unproblematic. Allowing the students to 'experiment' mainly has a pedagogical function in 571 that the purpose is that the students are supposed to be kept active and think that science is 572 fun, and bring in an element of play. 573
As a further illustration, Catherine in the quote below, seems to talk about an experiment 574 as unproblematic and does not reason about it in terms of something to be conceptually 575 understood or as a targeted knowledge. 576
Interviewer:
Mm. And then you mentioned hypothesis. 577
Catherine:
Yes. 578
Apart from that this is something different than just 'atom' 579 and 'beaker', those are more like specific, 'hypothesis' is 580 something that can occur in any natural science subject. 581
Yes. 582
Other subjects too, it doesn't have to be natural science ... 583
Catherine:
Mm. 584
Or also experiment, observation, have you also discussed 585 Deleted: Sonya and Martin were also somewhat puzzled when asked whether they made any distinction between 'experiments' and 'laboratory work'. Sonya's expression is quite revealing and again suggests that, in terms of targeted knowledge, scientific inquiry is not something she has reflected about.
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Ehm, no I can't say that I make any difference. 596
Catherin does not seem to think the concept of an experiment merits special attention, yet at 597 the same time the students are expected to understand and be familiar with what an 598 experiment is since they use it in order to learn other things. As became evident in the rest of 599 the conversation, Catherine was not clear about the meaning of a controlled experiment. 600
These excerpts from the interviews with Alfred, Sonya, Martin, Lina and Catherine 601
show that for them the terms laboratory work and experiment are synonymous and indicate 602 that they do not reason about scientific inquiry in terms of a conceptual targeted knowledge. 603
We do not claim that the teachers, when they use the terms experiment or laboratory work, 604 "actually have in mind" either a pedagogical strategy or a particular research method such as a 605 controlled experiment, although it is possible. The point is that there is nothing to suggest that 606 they differentiate between the notions of an experiment and laboratory work in terms of 607 methods of teaching or methods of inquiry when they talk about their teaching. This is a 608 distinction we have introduced to make sense of how and why the teachers mix these terms 609 and seem so perplexed when asked about them. From our theoretical perspective the meaning 610 of a word is in its use in a particular situation. Thus, in the situation of a teacher talking with a 611 teacher educator and researcher about inquiry the terms experiment and laboratory work have 612 the same function and meaning. Furthermore, if these conversations also reflect how these 613 teachers talk with their students, the students' possibilities to learn about the characteristics of 614 certain methods of inquiry are thus lost in an unreflective use of everyday discourse. 615 Deleted: only two of the teachers mentioned very briefly goals in terms of learning about scientific inquiry, thus suggesting that even though they occasionally might have such aims, they are not given very high priority. If
Deleted: the way

Deleted: conceptualize inquiry when talking
Deleted: What we seem to find here is a lack of distinction between the activities of teaching and the activities of research, which results in some of the goals of science education being missed out. 
Summary of results 617
In the analysis we have tried to show how use of the terms hypothesis, experiment and 618 laboratory work mix two categories of methods, namely, methods of teaching and methods of 619 inquiry. In terms of knowledge goals associated with scientific inquiry, this means a 620 conflation of means and ends. In other words, while 'hypothesis' and 'experiment' are used in 621 a way that aims at achieving learning goals associated with science content as a product, e.g. 622 theories, facts and models, the possibilities of developing a language to both talk and learn 623 about scientific inquiry and NOS seem to be limited. 624
We began with the assumption that in order to develop scientific literacy it is necessary 625 to have a grasp of how theories, knowledge claims, definitions and explanatory models are 626 developed in science. Learning about scientific inquiry can, for example, mean learning 627 something about the rationale and logic of scientific research methods. It can mean to 628 understand that scientific inquiries begin with a question and that a hypothesis is a 629 preliminary answer to that question or explanation of the phenomenon of study, often of 630 causal nature, and that a controlled experiment is a special method or type of investigation. 631
The result presented here suggests that in their teaching the interviewed teachers do not 632 reason about understanding scientific inquiry as conceptual knowledge. Instead they appear to 633 focus almost exclusively on knowledge goals in terms of learning the products of science and 634 the use of this knowledge. In order to achieve this aim they use certain methods of teaching, 635 which they describe as laboratory work, laboratory tasks and investigations or experiments 636 without differentiation. The students are asked to formulate hypotheses (guess the answer) 637
with the purpose that they learn and remember the correct explanation. One way of clarifying 638 the use of these terms in relation to scientific inquiry as targeted knowledge in school is to 639 differentiate between the categories of methods of teaching and methods of inquiry. In 640 exemplifies. This is nothing new, and asking why a particular word is used in a certain way 654 may not prove very fruitful, since this often depends on multiple factors and contingencies 655 and whether the question demands a causal or teleological explanation. However, it is 656 interesting to note that many science teachers are themselves the products of an 'archetypal 657 education which has largely ignored the epistemic base and nature of its own discipline' (p. 658 659) (Bartholomew et al., 2004) . Traditionally, higher education courses in natural science 659 devote very little time and resources to reflection about inquiry and the nature of science. 660
Why the teachers in this study use the terms hypothesis and experiment in an everyday type of 661 language game may therefore reflect the way they have been taught natural sciences at 662 university level. To study the correlation between teachers' educational background and 663 experience with inquiry would have to be another study. However, we can note that the terms 664 analyzed in this paper was used in a very similar way by teachers with highly diverse 665 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
Possible implications 669
An interesting question relates to how using the terms analyzed here in particular ways 670 restrains or affords reflection and understanding (Wertsch, 1998) . In this study this amounts 671 to asking how these terms relate to educational goals associated with inquiry. The conflation 672 between terms relating to methods of inquiry versus methods of teaching can have 673 problematic consequences. For example, the development of controlled experiments has been 674 part of the development of science since the beginning of the scientific revolution and has 675 been enormously significant (Chalmers, 1999) . However, exactly what it is, what it is for or 676 how it can be done it is not immediately obvious to someone new to science. One of the 677 teachers said that he did not expect his students to arrive at Newton's theory of gravity simply 678 by playing around with apples. Nevertheless, the way that he and most of the other teachers 679 talked about scientific inquiry as a pedagogical activity, unproblematic in terms of conceptual 680 learning, suggest that the students are expected to invent the principles of a controlled 681 experiment themselves by being 'given freedom to explore stuff'. Even though one of the 682 teachers (Ann-Catherin) gave an example of teaching the control of variables, she didn't talk 683 about this as a controlled experiment, and seemed to have difficulty in finding words to 684 articulate it. 685
A prerequisite for learning in institutional practices such as school science is that 686 learners are given access to a relevant discourse. What learners are given an opportunity to 687 distinguish depends on how language is used in reflecting on inquiry. This is so whether the 688 learners are students, teachers or scientists. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y learn about scientific inquiry by gaining access to such words, using them in action, and 691 communicating and thinking with them in contexts in which they have consequences and 692 become meaningful. If the term hypothesis is treated during inquiry oriented approaches in 693 the way this study suggests, then an important dimension for learning about scientific inquiry 694
is not available to explicitly reflect upon as part of the discourse the students are being 695 introduced to. Some teachers clearly expressed that they considered it important that the 696 students learn the correct language of science and use words in their correct scientific sense. 697
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